Radar has been proposed as a way to track wake vortices to reduce aircraft spacing and tests have revealed radar echoes from aircraft wakes in clear air. The results are always interpreted qualitatively using Tatarski's theory of weak scattering by isotropic atmospt,eric turbulence.
The goal of the present work was to predict the value of the radar cross-section (RCS) using simpler models. This is accomplished in two steps. (l) First, the refractive index is obtained.
Since the structure of aircraft wakes is different from atmospheric turbulence, three simple mechanisms specific to vortex wakes are considered:
(A) Radial density gradient in a 2D vortex (B) 3D fluctuations in the vortex cores'(C) Adiabatic transport of atmospheric fluid in a 2D oval surrounding the pair of vortices. et al. 1997, K6pp 1994) have detected vortices at ranges of up to 300 m; in clear weather this limit is set by tim depth of focus of the optics. Hannon&: Thom.,on (1994) report ranges of up to 4 km at 2.09/_m using high energy pulsed lidar.
There are two motivations for considering radar. First is the concern that lidar cannot work in fog and rain due to increased absorption. Radar, on the other hand, is unaffected by rain and fog at sufficiently low frequencies. The second factor is that while lidar has adequate range to protect the modestly sized approach corridor currently set by the planners, radar has a potentially greater range.
Previous theoretical work
The results of radar tests that have detected aircraft wakes are all interpreted using the where i" and _ are the unit vectors in the incident wave direction and the direction from the target to the observer,respectively. This is the so-called Bragg condition. ? While scattering is the usually proffered explanation, it is interesting to note that according to Carlon (1970) water aerosols are capable of strong absorption and emission in the 8-13 /_ range and that "water droplets in this wavelength region behave much more as absorbers and emitters and much less as Mie scatterers that has been imagined." Two of three vortex lidar tests were I0.6_ and therefore re-emission could very well be present. This fact suggests that passive radiometry of condensed water aerosol in the vortex cores might be another method of detection. (Chadwick etal., Nespor et al. 1994) . In particular, the raw radar cross-section (RCS) reported by the radar is divided by the volume of the pulse to obtain r/and then the value of C_, calculated using (1.3), is plotted. & Myers (1996) higher than that of the ambient atmosphere. They found no directional sensitivity which lent some credibility to the the assumption of isotropy. Secondly, they suggested that heat and moisture from the engine further increases reflectivity.
Marshall
(iii) Using a 1 MW pulse doppler radar (f = 5.6 GHz, R = 2.7 km), Nespor et al.(!994) detected the vortices of a small fighter aircraft in approach configuration looking axially along the vortex.
(iv) So far, Gilson (1992) 
Here c_ and p_ are the ambient speed of sound and density, respectively. Equation (2.2) applies to both the density of water vapor and the density of air.
Two profiles for the circumferential velocity, t'_ were considered. The first is that of the Lamb-Oseen vortex:
The following values, provided by Rennich (1997) 
As it descends, the fluid in the oval compresses adiabatically in response to increasing ambient pressure. A density difference, _'(z) -_(z), from the ambient value will remain only if the ambient atmospheric density gradient is different from the adiabatic one. This difference is usually expressed in terms of the parameter N, the Briint VS.is_l_ frequency defined so that for small Az (Pedlosky 1979)
The first term in (2.10), which represents the dry air contribution, is thus determined.
Since the pressure of the descending fluid is equalized to the ambient we can obtain its temperature using Eq. (2.11):
To obtain _v(z), the ambient vapor density, we introduce the ambient relative humidity
RH(z)
as an input parameter so that _v(z) can be obtained from
where the function ps,t(T) is given in Reid et al.(1987, p. 657) . Finally, to obtain pv(z), _ (2.14)
Then introducing the relative humidity at formation (RH/) as an input parameter one obtains: Case 4 combines the stratification of case 2 with the humidity of case 3. We see that the total effect is not quite additive.
Case 5 uses the vapor pressure for the model atmosphere given in the Handbook of Geophysics (1960, p. 13-5) in which the air is slightly drier at the higher altitude. The resulting A¢, is higher than for unifornt humidity. Case 6 has both stratification and humidity gradient. 
Dielectric constant of the oval in Gilson's experiment
where r/ is normal to the interface, a is the thermal diffusivity and e is the strain rate. For a Prandtl number of 0.7 and
which represents the strain rate at a distance of half the vortex spacing, one gets 
is the free space Green's function and IIs is the Hertz vector of the scattered field:
(3.6)
The Born approximation
The integrand in (3.4) contains the total electric field (incident + scattered) which is in general unknown, however, since in the present ease Aer = (9 (1(1-°) one can invoke the Born approximation that it can be set equal to the incident field. This corresponds to retaining only the first term in a Neumann series solution to the integral equation. The Es = V x V x Hs, Hs = -iw¢0V x H_. (3.7)
To calculateE and H from II requiresevaluating curls (with respect to x) of the integrand in (3.4).We listthem here for completeness. Denoting by C = Ae_(x')E(x') the vector in the integrand which isconstant with respect to x we get:
Equations (3.8) and (3.9) involve first and second derivatives of G which are:
where 6ii is the Kronecker delta. Imagine that the transmitter is looking at the wake from the same side as the reader is looking at figure 3. This figure also shows which fingers of the left hand the reader may employ to visualize the transformations. The reader's palm will eventually become the plane of the aperture, the middle finger will become the direction of propagation, and the first finger will become the direction of polarization. The first transformation turns z (the middle finger) away from the reader so that it can eventually become the beam axis. The x-axis (first finger) is also simultaneously flipped. The second transformation shifts the origin to (x = 0, y = Y0) to ensure that the beam axis intersects the xy plane where we want it. The coordinates resulting from the first two transformations are therefore 
Next is a rotation by angle at E [-rr/2, rr/2] about the y(.2) axis. This is a counterclockwise rotation about the thumb and we get
Next, translate the coordinate system in the negative z (3) direction by the range Rt from the transmitter to the point x = (0, Y0, 0) on the target:
Finally, to the get the polarization vector oriented correctly, the coordinate system is rotated by angle 7 about the z (4) axis (about the middle finger, counter-clockwise looking into the palm):
The x" axis (first finger) now points along the polarization direction. Putting all the transformations together gives:
The incident electric field is in the _" direction and to obtain its (x, y, z) components for we define the "observer direction" 8 from the point (0, Y0, 0) to the receiver in a similar way but using angles a, and _ and reversing the sign of the vector:
The location of the receiver is then:
(3.26)
Numerical integration procedure
The numerical integrations required to evaluate the integral (3.4) were performed using two methods.
Method
A: This is the more general but less efficient of the two methods.
It uses
Simpson's rule in cylindrical coordinates (x, r, ¢). The integral over the infinite direction
x was truncated at Ixl = 3Ub where Ub = Rt sinOb is the characteristic beam radius at the target, 0b being the half bearnwidth. In the radial direction, the integrals ware._runcated at r = 3g_ when the vortex was the target.
When the oval is the target, the integrand is zero for r > a. figure 8 ). For brevity we will describe the method for normal incidence and 3t = 0.
Each of the six integrals needed to evaluate the scattered E and H fields is of the form: 297 where z is the direction along the beam axis and the cross-beam coordinates are (x, y).
The basic idea of the method is to divide the integration interval in a given direction (say () into many sub-intervals and to approximate the amplitude and phase in each sub-interval as a linear function of _: 
AA --A(_'2) -A((_), A¢ --q_((2) -¢(_1). (3.31)
The integral in each sub-interval can then be obtained analytically:
The integral along the beam (z direction) was done first and tests revealed that one Es(x) = f(_,_)ei_R_/R,, (4.1)
2)
The second assumption is the Born approximation of the previous section:
El (x') in the integrand. 
Using (3.20) we have
in which A = cos 2 at, B = sin 2o_t sin/3t, C = -cos 13tsin 2oq, D = cos _ fit + sin 2 at sin .) _3t, E = cos 2 c_t sin 2_3t, F = cos 2 fit sin 2 at + sin 2 _3t.
(4.10) Keeping all the terms in (4.9) makes the resulting integrals analytically intractable. Thus we make the fourth approximation that the beam is much wider than the cross-sectional dimensions of the wake. In the wide beam limit, the beam amplitude varies only along the axis of the wake an:" is constant within each cross-section of the wake..Thus setting y = z = 0 in (4.9) we g,:C:
(4.11) Substituting (4.5) into (4.2) gives: We have Is[ = sin X where X is the angle between _" and 6.
To calculate the scattered power flux we need the scattered magnetic field correspond- 
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This has a cut-off due to finite vortex core size which is eliminated where 6 is either _fdi_r or (fbr_ids ( §2.3.3).
Numerical Results
The next three sub-sections contain numerical resuhs for the radar cross-sections of the 2D mechanisms discussed in §2. Since at this time amplitudes and wavenumbers of 3D disturbances in the vortex cores are not known, plots for this mechanism are omitted.
Scattering by _D density variations in a vortex
The results of the full Born analysis were obtained using Method A ( §3.5) and a Gaussian beam having a half-width of 0b = 1.5°and angle of polarization 3' = 0 is assumed.
In (4.32) the width ¢fe of the well in dielectric constant was taken to be .025b0 and the depth A_°of the well was taken to be -6 × 10 -8 (both from figure 1). To verify this, the frequency was kept fixed at the peak for normal back-scattering (f = 5 × 107 Hz) and the range was varied (see circles in figure 5a ). For off-normal back-scattering the frequency was fixed at f = 2 × 106 Hz. The square symbols in figure 5a show that as the beam radius increases with range the cut-off becomes sharper.
It is interesting to note that the dependence on raa_ge according to the approximate analysis (dashed line) is quadratic, that is, as if the target were beam filling in both directions. Figure  5b shows that the approximate begins to show deviations when the far-field parameter becomes greater than unity.
Scattering by the oval

Comparison with Gilson's (1992) Experiments
Experimental procedures and parameters (Gilson 1992 , Roth et al.1989 are now discussed: (i) Gilson (1992) reports RCS data in db m 2 per meter of wake length (Gilson 1992, his p. 37) along the radar beam. Hence, we multiplied his RCS values by our estimate (101.5 m) for the diameter of the oval. This value is consistent with the size of the wake in the radar returns.
(ii) The range of the target was 15 km and we chose the case having the lowest flight altitude (5000 ft) presented in Gilson (1992) . The radar was pointed normal to the wake.
(iii) All the radars in the experiment transmit a right circularly polarized (RCP At VHF and UHF, the pulse widths are so short that in the calculation, the two scattering centers of the target (see discussion after Eq. B 14 in Appendix B) produce two distinct echoes (see solid line in figure 7) . If the electric field of the two echoes are added, or if a long pulse is used such that the two echoes overlap, then the result matches the experiment. Such addition can only be justified if signal processing in the experiment added returns from multiple range gates within the wake but according to W.
Gilson (Private communication) this was not so. Addition could also occur if there are, in reality, more than two scattering centers in the target spaced sufficiently close to each other. To test this su_,gestion, a slice of width &_,,t = .20a was removed from the oval to represent entrained ambient fluid (figure 8). With elevation angle _ = 5.8°, the value for
Gilson's (1992) experiment, the resulting echo, shown as the dotted line in. figure 7 now consists of one main pulse. The RCS predictions are shown as the solid triangles in figure  6 . The agreement at VHF has now improved but not at UHF which has a very narrow pulse width.
It is possible that the target still has more internal structure we have not accounted for.
Gilson obtained no return at Ka band (35 GHz). Figure 9 shows the attenuation in RCS, due to the oval boundary estimated using (4.40). (3.12) by replacing the inequality with an equality and using
for the characteristic radius of the scattering region. For the same number of plot points, the dotted and long-dashed curves have the same pattern of oscillations indicating that the period and phase of the oscillations is the same; only the amplitude is higher. The other two curves with the sharp cut-off at lower-left are for off-normal incidence (at = at --15°).
Practical Recommendations
Prospects for detection of the vortex cores
No test so far has been at frequencies as low as 49 MHz where, according to the analysis, the density gradient in the vortex cores reflects (see dashed line in figure 4 where N_t is the number of elements, and the gain on transmit and receive is: Gt = Gr zrN, t. The transmitter power required for detection is:
where Np = -185 db W and Lsys = -7 db are the noise power and system loss for an ST radar (Kingsley & Quegan 1992, p. 199) . SNR = 20 db is the desired signal to noise ratio, A = 6 m is the wavelength and RCS = -77 db, a value we calculated for a vortex at 3 km using the beamwidth of the 10 × 10 array.
(v) ST radars have limited steering capability, usually just a few fixed beam directions but this may be sufficient to observe the approach path of a few adjacent runways at a fixed distance from the touch-down point. Since it is unlikely that three dimensional disturbances will exist in the vortex across a broad spectrum of wave angles, detection may be possible at only normal incidence.
(vi) Finally let us note that the oval will also scatter at 49 MHz. The incident electric field is obtained using aperture aaltenna analysis (Silver 1949) where one derives the far diffraction field from knowing the field on a surface (the "aperture") near the antenna.
We shall take the aperture to be circular. For convenience we shall, in the manner of a subroutine, use a dummy coordinate system (x, y, z) centered on the aperture. The plane of the aperture is xy and z is normal to the aperture. These coordinates should not be confused with those in the body of the paper where they refer to wake coordinates and where (x', y', z') refer to aperture coordinates.
A.1. Conical beam
According
to Silver (1949) , the electric field created in the far zone by a plane aperture A on which the electric field is specified to be E = E_(x')_ is the following integral over the aperture (Silver 1949, p. 167, his Eq. 124) : 
thanks to an integral tabulated in Gradshteyn & Ryzhik (1980, p. 717, 6.63.4) Let us obtain H(w) implied by the result of the approximate analysis for the oval. For backscattering at normal incidence and using the asymptotic form of the Bessei function for large ka, Eqs. (4.30) and (4.39) give: eik(n'+n') (ka)t/" aAe°r cos (2ka -37r) (B10) Es(x) = _ 4R_
The bandwidth of the pulse is typically small compared to the center frecluency and so ka can be considered to be constant when outside the cosine. Hence, over the bandwidth of the pulse H(w) = Ae ikR" cos 2ka --_zr , k = w/c, (B For the oval with the slice of entrainedambient fluid, the behavior of H(w) was more complicated than (B II).In thiscase the procedure followedwas to first calculateH(w) for w spanning an intervalAw consistingof few pulse bandwidths about the center frequency.Actually a convenient auxiliaryquantity T(w) was calculatedsuch that
H(w, t) -T(_)eikn"
n, The sign of a (up-chirp vs. down-chirp) was found to not matter. 
